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Restriction–modification systems are widespread genetic elements that pro-

tect bacteria from bacteriophage infections by recognizing and cleaving

heterologous DNA at short, well-defined sequences called restriction sites.

Bioinformatic evidence shows that restriction sites are significantly under-

represented in bacteriophage genomes, presumably because bacteriophages

with fewer restriction sites are more likely to escape cleavage by restriction–

modification systems. However, how mutations in restriction sites affect the

likelihood of bacteriophage escape is unknown. Using the bacteriophage l

and the restriction–modification system EcoRI, we show that while mutation

effects at different restriction sites are unequal, they are independent. As a

result, the probability of bacteriophage escape increases with each mutated

restriction site. Our results experimentally support the role of restriction site

avoidance as a response to selection imposed by restriction–modification

systems and offer an insight into the events underlying the process of

bacteriophage escape.
1. Introduction
Bacterial viruses, also called bacteriophages (phages), are the most abundant

biological entities on Earth and as such, they represent a major driving force of

bacterial evolution [1]. While temperate phages can, with a small probability,

enter genomes of their hosts and potentially contribute genes that increase

bacterial fitness [2], the vast majority of infections by both temperate and

non-temperate (virulent) phages are lethal for infected bacteria. To protect

themselves, many bacteria use a wide variety of phage resistance mechanisms,

a large group of which are based on recognizing and destroying heterologous

phage DNA [3]. Restriction–modification (RM) systems represent the first

discovered [4], the simplest and one of the most prevalent [5] of such

mechanisms.

Most RM systems are composed of two enzymatic activities: the restriction

activity of a restriction endonuclease (R) and the modification activity of a

methytransferase (M). Both R and M typically recognize and act on well-

defined, short (4–8 bp) DNA sequences termed restriction sites. Upon infection,

R recognizes the restriction sites on the phage DNA as non-self and cleaves it,

thus aborting the infection. However, there is a non-zero probability that

instead of being restricted, the phage restriction sites will be erroneously modi-

fied by M, whose primary role is to methylate restriction sites contained in the

bacterium’s own DNA and prevent self-restriction [6]. What causes a fraction

of phages to escape restriction is not understood, as are not the factors

determining the size of this fraction itself.

Interestingly, genomes of many phages display a significant underrepre-

sentation of restriction sites [7–10]. This underrepresentation, also termed

restriction site avoidance, is thought to result from natural selection favouring
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Figure 1. Genetic map of l cI857. Locations (in kb) of five restriction sites are specified. Locations of characteristic l genes are shown for reference.
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Figure 2. Independence of effects of mutations in phage restriction sites. (a) Efficiencies of plating of wild-type l cI857 and five single mutants. The numbering of
restriction sites corresponds to that shown in figure 1. (b) Efficiencies of plating of wild-type l cI857 and all double mutants. (c) Efficiencies of plating of the wild-
type l cI857 and mutants with consecutively added mutations. Experimentally observed values are shown as grey bars. White bars represent expected efficiencies of
plating calculated based on effects of individual mutations (table 1), assuming complete independence of mutation effects. In all panels, means of six independent
biological replicates from three separate experiments are shown except for wild-type, which shows 18 independent biological replicates from three separate experiments.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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phages with mutations in restriction sites owing to their

increased probability of escape. We test this hypothesis exper-

imentally by studying the relationship between mutations in

restriction sites and the probability of phage escape.
2. Material and methods
As a model system, we used the classic RM system EcoRI and

bacteriophage l variant cI857, which carries five EcoRI restriction

sites (GAATTC) (figure 1). l cI857 is a temperature-sensitive



Table 1. Estimates of mutation effects and their interactions. wt, wild-type.

est. effect s.e. p-value

main effects

intercept (wt eop) 9.45 � 1026 1.05 ,0.001

RS1 12.43 1.11 ,0.001

RS2 3.56 1.11 ,0.001

RS3 13.87 1.11 ,0.001

RS4 12.81 1.11 ,0.001

RS5 12.81 1.11 ,0.001

interaction effects

RS1 : RS2 0.84 1.16 0.234

RS1 : RS3 0.84 1.16 0.27

RS1 : RS4 0.97 1.16 0.856

RS1 : RS5 1.06 1.16 0.704

RS2 : RS3 0.90 1.16 0.455

RS2 : RS4 0.84 1.16 0.235

RS2 : RS5 0.78 1.16 0.108

RS3 : RS4 0.99 1.16 0.945

RS3 : RS5 0.91 1.16 0.541

RS4 : RS5 1.00 1.16 0.983
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mutant, which behaves as an obligatory lytic phage at tempera-

tures above 308C [11]. All our experiments were performed at

378C. Escherichia coli strain MG1655 was used in all experiments.

The EcoRI RM system was carried on a plasmid pBR322DPtet

EcoRI (RþMþ) [12]. As a RM reference, we used a strain carrying

the pBR322DPtet plasmid.

Mutations were introduced into the phage genome using

recombineering [13]. In order to minimize any negative impact

of mutations on phage fitness, a single synonymous point

mutation was introduced into each EcoRI restriction site. The

method of constructing and verifying the phage mutants is

described in detail in the electronic supplementary material,

material and methods.

As a measure of the probability of escape, we used the effi-

ciency of plating (eop) defined as eop ¼ pfuRM

pfutotal
, where pfuRM

is the number of plaque forming units (pfu) obtained on lawns

of bacteria carrying the EcoRI RM system and pfutotal is the

total number of pfu obtained on the reference RM strain. For

each measurement, 10 ml of serially diluted lysates was mixed

with 0.1 ml of bacterial culture in 3 ml of soft agar and spread

on phage plates such that 100–300 pfu per plate were obtained.

In each measurement, pfutotal was at least an order of magnitude

lower than the total number of bacteria plated (approx. 108) so

that the vast majority of infections correspond to a single

phage infecting a single bacterium. Method of preparation of

lysates and bacterial cultures is described in the electronic

supplementary material, material and methods.

The effects of mutations and their interactions were calcu-

lated by fitting a single multivariate linear regression model

with interaction terms to the data shown in figure 2a,b, with

log(eop) as the dependent continuous variable and presence/

absence of each of the five restriction sites as five categorical

independent variables. Normal distribution of errors was

verified by residual analysis.
3. Results
(a) Effects of mutations in restriction sites are unequal
To study how mutations in phage restriction sites affect the

probability of phage escape, we first constructed five l

cI857 mutants, each with a single point mutation in one of

the five EcoRI restriction sites (figure 1). The probability of

phage escape, measured as the efficiency of plating (eop)

(Material and methods), of all five mutants was considerably

higher than the probability of escape of the wild-type l cI857
(figure 2a). Each mutation thus increased the likelihood of

phage escape. While mutations at sites 1, 3, 4 and 5 all

increased eop by approximately an order of magnitude, the

effect of mutation at site 2 was considerably smaller. This

result was in accord with previous studies, showing that

this particular EcoRI restriction site is cleaved with a lower

efficiency both in vitro [14] and in vivo [15]. The lower likeli-

hood of cleavage is possibly a result of the significantly

reduced GC content in an approximately 5 kb long region,

in which the restriction site is located [14].
(b) Effects of mutations in phage restriction sites
are independent

We next asked whether effects of mutations in restriction sites

change when they occur in combinations, for example as a

result of relative positioning of individual restriction sites

[16]. To this end, we constructed a set of 10 l cI857 mutants,
each with a different pairwise combination of mutations. The

eop of all 10 double mutants was higher than the wild-type,

although apparent differences among mutants were

observed (figure 2b). Namely, the eop of phages including

a mutation at site 2 was lower when compared with other

mutants. We tested whether interactions alter the effect of

mutations occurring in combinations by fitting a linear

regression model with interaction terms to data obtained

for both single and double mutants. The effects of all five

individual mutations were highly significant, with the

effect at site 2 being the smallest (table 1). By contrast, all

interaction terms were below the significance threshold

(a ¼ 0.05) (table 1), implying that mutation effects are

independent.
(c) Effects of mutations in restriction sites
are multiplicative

To elucidate the dependence of the phage escape probability

on the number of restriction sites, we created a third set of

mutants by introducing mutations consecutively. As shown

in figure 2c, each additional mutated restriction site consider-

ably increased the eop. The mutant carrying all five

mutations formed plaques on bacteria carrying EcoRI with

the same probability as on bacteria devoid of the RM

system (eop ¼ 1). This result indicated that point mutations

in restriction sites were sufficient to completely abolish

cleavage. We compared the measured eop values with the

expected values calculated based on individual mutation

effects estimated in table 1, assuming complete independence

of mutation effects. The measured and the expected eop

values were in good agreement, further supporting the

independence of mutation effects in phage restriction sites.
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4. Discussion
Our results demonstrate that point mutations in phage

restriction sites can substantially increase the probability of

phages escaping restriction, thus providing direct experimen-

tal support for restriction site avoidance as an adaptive

response to selection imposed by RM systems. Phages with

complete or near-complete avoidance of restriction sites are

commonly found in nature [17]. Notably, the mutations

studied here were synonymous and thus minimized any nega-

tive influence on phage fitness. In a more general context,

evolution of restriction site avoidance could be constrained

by the availability of non-deleterious mutations, making

particular restriction sites difficult to mutate.

The independence of mutation effects in restriction sites

presented here is likely characteristic for RM systems such

as EcoRI, which recognize and act on individual restriction

sites. More complex dynamics of avoidance could occur in

the context of RM systems recognizing multiple sites. For

example, EcoRII, a type IIE RM system, cleaves the DNA

only if it recognizes two proximate recognition sequences

[18], whereas EcoP1I, a type III RM system, cleaves the

DNA upon recognition of two opposing asymmetric recog-

nition sequences [19]. Accordingly, in the genome of phage

T7, recognition sequences of EcoRII are distantly apart,

whereas those of EcoP1 are all facing the same direction [20].
In addition to evolution of restriction site avoidance, our

results offer an insight into the molecular events underlying

phage escape as a probabilistic process. The multiplicative

nature of mutation effects suggests that each of the infecting

phage restriction sites can be either restricted or methylated

with a specific probability and that the fate of each site is

determined independently of all other sites. Such stochasti-

city, also called ‘molecular noise’, is a common phenomenon

at the level of single bacteria, where biochemical reaction

events often involve a small number of interacting molecules

[21]. Our results indicate that phage escape is an inherently

stochastic process, and thus further highlight the importance

of molecular noise in the biology of RM systems [12].
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